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Assignment Brief

Urban planning presentations are grounded in a process of documentation, analysis, and interpretation 
that generates specific readings of the city and its potential for change. Charts, graphs, diagrams, 
photography, maps, plans, and architectural drawings are all modes of representation that communicate 
your reading of the built environment. Just as importantly, the process of making, revising, and 
representing information graphics contributes to the formulation of your reading of the city. In this sense, 
information graphics are tools both to convince various constituents—citizens, advocates, professionals, 
political leaders—about your point of view and to include others in a discussion and process of interpreting 
what particular urban patterns mean, how to read them, and what should be done about them.

The five-part assignment is intended to provide experiences in generating information graphics to support 
a narrative and compiling them into presentation formats. The assignment utilizes data from the study 
area for PLAN600: Fundamentals of Planning. Each student will either be assigned a census tract or 
other suitable survey area about which they will collect qualitative and quantitative data over five weeks, 
in support of a specific narrative. Assignments will ask students to generate different types of information 
graphics, and these will be documented in a slide deck which will be submitted for review each week. The 
purpose of the slide deck is to record not just the final product of each assignment, but also the students’ 
process—students should include hand sketches, precedent images, notes, internet links, etc. in their 
slide deck. The five-part assignment concludes with a short slide presentation and an optional poster.

Students are encouraged to use information sources from PLAN600 for this assignment and to create 
work that can, when possible, support their current studio activities.

Assignment # 1 – Data collection and photo-documentation

Purpose: Practice methods for collecting institutional geo-coded data, field data, and photo-
documentation; jump-start your slide deck with photo-documentation.

This assignment has two steps: 1) data collection; 2) slide deck and photo-documentation formatting.

First, use American FactFinder or another data clearinghouse to retrieve data of interest to you and your 
assigned census tract/area. Consider whether comparison across equivalent areas, or across varying 
geographic scales, is appropriate to your narrative. Next, visit your assigned area and identify a physical 
or visual phenomenon of the built environment to document. Conduct a survey of your area to collect 
quantitative data about the physical phenomenon. Choose something of relevance to your narrative, 
but something conventional enough to have many visible instances that you can count and, potentially, 
differentiate within. As you survey, photo-document your phenomenon and any differentiation within it. 
The purpose of this survey is not to be exhaustive, but rather to gather enough data to represent as a chart 
or graph. (We’ll use all of this quantitative data for assignment 2.) Examples of phenomena include:

Second, compile your photo-documentation into a 10” x 7.5” InDesign slide deck. Test out techniques of 
cropping, overlays and sequencing as demonstrated in class. Export a single page from your InDesign 
deck as a JPEG, then export the entire deck as a PDF, and email both to the instructor via WeTransfer.

• Blank v. transparent 
facades

• Building materials
• Retail storefronts
• Street trees

• Formal v. informal bike 
parking

• Building heights
• Ground floor uses 
• Signs

• Man holes
• Economic activity 
• Gathering spaces
• Seating
• Languages used

• Windows
• Fences and gates 
• Door buzzers
• Window displays 
• Litter
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Minimum requirements
• Data from an institutional data source (such as the U.S. Census) for your assigned area and any relevant 

comparitive areas (Do not hand in; hold for assignment 2)
• 2-5 page slide deck (formatted as 10” x 7.5” PDF) narratively documenting your quantitative field data (the 

urban phenomenon in your assigned census tract) using the demonstrated layout and annotation tools.
• JPEG of a single page of your deck

Assignment # 2 – Single-dimension comparisons

Purpose: Practice methods for visual display of quantitative data with basic Illustrator tools.

This assignment has two steps: 1) create an icon in Illustrator that represents the phenomenon you have 
documented; 2) create charts or graphs to present both your institutional data and your field data.

First, use Illustrator to make an icon that could be useful in other information graphics you assemble in 
support of your narrative. This could be a direct pictorial representation or a conceptual representation.

Second, create two sets of charts or graphs, with at least one presenting institutional data and at least one 
describing the phenomenon you documented in the area. Consider whether comparison across equivalent 
areas, across varying geographic scales, or across other contexts is appropriate to your narrative. Also 
consider how the icon can be integrated into these sets of charts or graphs. 

Minimum requirements
• One original icon
• Two sets of charts or graphs, with at least one presenting institutional data and at least one describing 

the phenomenon you documented in the area, with consideration given to comparison across geography, 
context or scale.

• Updated 10” x 7.5” PDF slide deck with 2-3 pages for icon and charts / graphs, plus sketches and notes
• JPEG of a single page of your deck

Assignment # 3 – Sequence, flow and connection

Purpose: Practice designing visual information about process, change or linkage.

This assignment requires additional research into procedural, temporal or systemic information related to 
your narrative. This information should provide a context for understanding your subject in a deeper way. 
Example research topics include:

As with Assignment 1, the purpose is not to exhaustively research the topic, but to retrieve enough 
information to create a detailed visual description. Create a flow chart, cycle diagram, small multiple, 
timeline, network diagram, process diagram or other related graphic in Illustrator or InDesign that 
represents the information.

Minimum requirements
• One flow chart, cycle diagram, small multiple, timeline, network or process diagram,
• Updated 10” x 7.5” PDF slide deck with 1 or more pages for your diagram, plus pages for sketches
• JPEG of a single page of your deck

• History of a building, institution, or neighborhood
• An operational or managerial process
• How a 311 call is followed up on
• Step-by-step of where recycling goes
• Regulatory or legal framework

• Retail permit approval process how-to
• Ecological cycle
• Canopy growth
• Street tree life spans
• Physical variation or change over time 
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Assignment # 4 – Evaluative and synthetic graphics

Purpose: Develop methods for visual evaluation or comparison-based synthesis

This assignment asks for an in-depth comparasion yielding evaluation or synthesis through a continuum 
diagram, matrix, network map or related information graphic type. Evaluation might be achieved by 
understanding the phenomenon in terms of measurable factors; synthesis might be achieved by showing 
connections between a topic or phenomenon and a wider network of activities, policies, or phenomena. 
Comparative factors could include:

Create one continuum diagram, matrix, network map or other related graphic that compares elements in 
order to achieve evaluation or synthesis.

Minimum requirements
• One continuum diagram, matrix, network map or other related graphic that compares elements in order 

to achieve evaluation or synthesis
• Updated 10” x 7.5” PDF slide deck with 1 page for your graphic, plus pages for sketches and notes
• JPEG of a single page of your deck

Assignment # 5 – Constructing a Visual Narrative

Purpose: Construct a visual narrative to make your story compelling and clear, using work from 
Assignments 1-4 as possible; practice methods of formatting visual representations for different media.

This assignment considers storytelling that integrates information graphics generated for assignments 
1-4 and has two or three steps: 1) storyboarding; 2) a slide presentation; and 3) an optional A1 presentation 
board/poster, which counts for extra credit.

First, review your diagrams and solidify a premise around which your analysis, argument or interpretation 
of the urban phenomenon centers. Sketch out a storyboard that describes the logic of the sequence and the 
key messages you want to communicate, both verbally and visually.

Second, create a 5–10 slide presentation that compiles your information graphics and other documentation. 
Use headers or footers to communicate the key messages. Consider how the project title, headings, 
color, typography, and layout offer visual clues for how the slides are to be read and interpreted. Consider 
whether information graphics should be revised or if new ones should be created. Consider the appropriate 
formats and scaling for images, text, and graphics.

Optionally, you may also create an A1 (24” x 36”) presentation board/poster that compiles your information 
graphics and also communicates the key messages of the storyboard. Consider the appropriate formats 
and scaling for images, text, and graphics.

Minimum requirements
• Updated 10” x 7.5” PDF slide deck with 5–10 slide final presentation, storyboard, slide and graphic  
   sketches and notes, any presentation board/poster sketches notes
• Optional: A1 (24” x 36”) PDF presentation board/poster
• JPEGs: one of a single page of your deck and, if submitting a board/poster, a downsized version of it

• Cost 
• Impact
• Desirability
• Capacity of local retail to support a variety of 

health-related activities

• Range of ground-level facade transparency
• Institutional resources available for tree planting 

(e.g. NY Restoration Project, MillionTreesNYC)
• Resident participation in citywide cycling events 

(e.g. Critical Mass, Five Borough Bike Tour)


